This paper discusses the methods used to conduct high quality small-scale design experiments. It aims to provide a demonstrator promoting the uptake of more rigorous methods in design research and based on this it aims to specify a body of further work for linking study types and contexts. A small-scale experiment was conducted using methods specifically developed to mitigate four core problem areas identified from review: context, system understanding, methods and controls. The techniques were then critiqued in detail and used to draw several insights for design researchers including the value of control techniques and triangulation of metrics. Finally, the critique is used to specify further research aimed at linking design experimentation and design practice more effectively for design research. (Ball & Ormerod, 2000; M. A. Robinson, et al., 2005) . Empirical study forms a valuable part of design research, providing essential insight into many areas of design whilst also supporting theorybuilding (Stempfle & Badke-schaub, 2002 ) and the development of real world impact as emphasised by Briggs (2006) and Cross et al. (1996) . However, there is an ongoing challenge to improve the quality of empirical studies in design research (Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009 ).
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methodological lessons. This critique is then used to discuss the role of small-scale studies in design research and the future work needed to support it. The first necessary step in critically appraising an experimental method was the identification of major methodological problems likely to be encountered. These problems were identified based on a literature review of design research and its contributing fields (Friedman, 2003) . The problems synthesised from this review provided a basis for the identification and development of the mitigation approaches used in this study such as the placebo control group. These problem areas also formed the basis for a critical appraisal of the experimental methods typically used in design research and, subsequently, a specification of further work that demands a distinct and significant body of work beyond the scope of this paper.
Experimental problems
Throughout design research there has been a drive to improve the quality of empirical research, identifying validity and reliability as critical success factors for quality, uptake and impact (Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009; Dillon, 2006; Dyba & Dingsoyr, 2008; Lanubile, 1997; M. A. Robinson, 2010; Sharp & Robinson, 2008; Valkenburg & Kleinsmann, 2009) . Although the specific circumstances in which problems are encountered vary, there is much commonality in the form and scope of the overarching problems (Cash, et al., 2009; Friedman, 2003) . Drawing on the literature from contributing fields (disciplines outside design identified by Friedman (2003) ) and design research, shows that there are numerous appropriate mitigation techniques. Mitigation, in this context, means the reduction or elimination of problems affecting validity, replicability and reliability with respect to design research experimentation. Consequently some of these techniques have been implemented in this study to present a more rigorous small-scale design experiment.
The problem areas collectively affect all types of validity (Adelman, 1991) , impact and ultimately, uptake (Glasgow & Emmons, 2007) . Exemplar reviews from the contributing fields, emphasising issues associated with lack of experimental planning and effective mitigation techniques, are: Glasgow (2007) in clinical research, Gorard and Cook (2007) in education research, Adelman (1991) in decision support systems research and Blessing and Chakrabarti (2009) in design research. Hansen et al. (2001) , from design research, highlight complexity and the need for common methodological approaches. The importance of capturing the environmental conditions and the context in which a participant is acting is also highlighted. Dillon (2006) emphasises that the mind works in a dynamic interaction with the environment and the context of the task. Thus, it is important to contextualise both the task (Lave, 1988;  H. Robinson, et al., 2007) and the research (Sharp & Robinson, 2008) as well as reporting factors such as methods, environment and population -all of which are key issues within design research.
In light of these issues it is important to clarify the value and role of this paper; three arguments are presented. Firstly, seven of the most recent small-scale experiments in design research journals were specifically reviewed (Table 1 ). Although each of these studies makes significant effort to address methodological issues, several problems are evident in each. Therefore, the methodological problems summarised below are significant and very relevant to current design research -particularly the use of control procedures. Secondly, small-scale scoping studies, although not always ideal, play an important role in design research for pragmatic as well as methodological reasons. Thirdly, despite the relevance of some mitigation techniques in other fields there is limited uptake in design research. Table 1 takes four common issues/techniques and rates each paper either 'ok' or '-' (indicating failure to implement the technique effectively).
Study Summary Relevant Issues
Notreatment control Placebo control Discussion of limitations Population/ methods description (Corremans, 2009) A pre and post-test study using students to assess a design method ---Ok (Kurtoglu, et al., 2009) A small study using students to assess the value of a computational approach --Ok Ok (Cai, et al., 2010) A small experiment looking at sources of inspiration using multiple short tests ---- (Stones & Cassidy, 2010) A small experiment using students to assess 2 different mediums for reflection ---- (Lemons, et al., 2010) A small study using students to assess the benefits of model building in teaching A small study using students to assess the effect of information on creativity Ok --- (Lopez-Mesa, et al., 2009) A small study using students to asses the affects of stimuli on idea finding ---Ok Table 1 : Recent small-scale empirical studies in design research -a brief examination
Based on the review of design research as well as the specific review outlined in Table 1 the problem areas can be categorised into: lack of contextualisation, insufficient system understanding, idiosyncratic
Method implementation and insufficient control and normalisation (Table 2) . Two additional underlying problems were identified as a lack of theory building and critical review. These, however, are not discussed here as they fall outside the scope of experimental methods, instead the review process, editorial boards and the community must support these. In summary a number of interlinked problems were found to contribute to issues of validity, reliability and replicability, compounded by the lack of necessary details on research methods, data collection, context and data analysis (Bender, et al., 2002) .
Problem Problem Definition

Context
The failure to adequately define or record context -this includes social context, cultural context and the context of the activity. This can lead to problems associated with maturation or the background of the subject being insufficiently accounted for. In a technical sense this can be the failure to record methods, environment or population.
System Understanding
The failure to fully explore, characterise and report the underlying variables and mechanisms at work in a test system. This negatively effects implementation of control techniques as well as affecting applicability.
Method Implementation
The inadequate definition of methods and terms, the lack of standardisation and the lack of consistency in experimental planning, recording and reporting especially with regard control and normalisation techniques.
Control and Normalisation
The inappropriate or insufficient use of control and normalisation techniques such as placebos, no-treatment control teams and deviant case analysis to give baselines for comparison. This can lead to false assurance or disproportionate results. Table 2 . Experiment problems typical of design research From these issues, two conclusions have been drawn -forming the core mission statements for this paper:
1. In order for new techniques and approaches to gain greater acceptance in design research there needs to be clear and rigorous demonstrators showing how new methods can be applied and the rewards they offer -Achieving this for small-scale studies is the primary goal of this paper.
2. In order to address issues of external validity and reliability of small-scale studies in general there is a need for a significant body of work to be undertaken -Clarifying this need and specifying the form of this work is the secondary goal of this paper.
In order to tackle these mission statements the experiment reported here, has addressed these problems using interlinked techniques. Primarily, a placebo control approach was developed using both notreatment and placebo control teams in an attempt to control and normalise for experimental effects as well as to provide information on underlying variables (Adair, et al., 1990) . In addition, emphasis was placed on control and contextualisation (Dillon, 2006) wherever possible based on works such as Grey and Salzman (1998), Kitchenham et al. (2002) and others (Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009; Dyba & Dingsoyr, 2008) . Torgerson (2003) and others (Adair, et al., 1990; Leber, 2000) highlight placebo controls, in particular, for empirical trials. A detailed method for the placebo was developed but is summarised for brevity. In addition triangulation of metrics and analysis methods was also used as seen in the works of Cross et al. (1996) and D'Astous et al. (2001) . This employed both qualitative and quantitative analysis, as discussed by Onwuegbuzie & Leech (2006) , of the experimental data, allowing differences between measures to be identified and discussed in detail, improving the depth of 2 understanding possible. Sections 2 and 3 detail these experimental methods and are used to give context to the discussion of the mitigation methods in Section 4.
Experimental setup
The experiment consisted of five teams each made up of three participants. All the teams were given the same initial information:
• A handout with background information on designing products to reduce the energy impact of poor use.
• A brief describing the participant's role as designers and asking them to design a new domestic refrigerator that reduced the energy impact of poor use.
• Background information and some details on the product's target audience.
• A session plan detailing how long the teams were allowed for the task and what they would be required to produce at the end.
The brief outlined the participant's role as designers working for a new company, unconstrained by an existing design portfolio. The brief also specified that ideas should be feasible with current technology.
Care was taken to focus the brief on user behaviour and the use of the refrigerator without specifying what the critical behaviour(s) might be. Precautions were also taken to avoid giving technical examples or existing solutions, instead the background documents focused on the need and the user. The documents were designed in this way to prevent the participants fixating on a specific design type while still giving them enough information to focus on the desired problem. This approach of manipulating fixation effects -with a problem rather than existing design focus -was heavily influenced by the discussion of fixation presented by Cross (2001) .
The experiment was facilitated by and presided over by a researcher referred to as the 'experiment controller'. The role of the experiment controller was to present the briefing documents for the participants to read and manage the progress of the experiment, introducing new information as specified. Direct comparisons in the setup and delivery of this experiment can be made with the XeroxPARC Design Activity Workshop in Cross et al.'s (1996) design experiments. There are, however, several key differences. Firstly, in the experiment reported here, all design activity was focused on a single central table with no physical artefacts for the participants to interact with. This was done to make monitoring the design activity easier to manage and review. Secondly, the experiment controller was not allowed to respond to participant questions. This reduced possible variation between the teams as well as possible experimenter effects. The target audience, for the new product, was specified as a prototypical, young, physically able family -selected to avoid niche designing and to aid in idea comparison. The teams were given two hours for the experimental task and were asked to: develop as many ideas as possible, evaluate those ideas, and present three final concepts. A more detailed discussion of the experimental timeline is given in Section 2.2. Finally, Table 3 and Figure 1 detail the capture equipment used. Table 3 . Breakdown of experimental equipment
The key metrics for the experimental hypothesis (design teams benefit from having design relevant information presented to them during the early design phases of a product development process) are outlined below with the success criteria noted in italics with several of these metrics being drawn from a similar study by Shah et al. (2003) :
• The total number of ideas generated -an increase in total number.
• The originality of the ideas generated -an increased variety and originality of ideas. The hypothesis was tested by comparing the outputs from the teams with different types of additional information against a baseline produced by the placebo and no-treatment teams. All the participants were selected from a relatively homogeneous population of postgraduate researchers with the major contrived difference between the teams being the additional information pushed to them. Obviously there is a high degree of interpersonal variability in any population and thus a large portion of the method was spent contextualising and attempting to mitigate these differences (Sections 2.1 and 2.2).
In other words the composition of the teams (Bell, 2007) can have a large effect on the results, thus team formation is detailed in the next section.
Team formation
The participants were selected from a population of postgraduate students at the Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Bath. This was carried out randomly to reduce variables such as, levels of creativity, work rate, team cohesion and others (Ancona & Caldwell, 1992) . All participants had received academic training to at least masters degree level and had experience in academic engineering design research, the engineering design process, brainstorming and the general creativity processes. They also had similar academic backgrounds (through the British university system), professional backgrounds (an average of 3 years working as post graduate students) and professional focus (working in the same broad research area). Due to the limited number of participants (15), teams were formed and balanced using Belbin Team Role scores while maintaining the highest level of randomisation as advocated by Torgerson & Torgerson (2003) . This was achieved by anonymzing and randomising the participants' prior to the Belbin testing, ensuring that bias affecting the final selection of the teams is limited. Finally, teams were randomly assigned the experimental conditions: additional information 1, 2, 3, no-treatment control and placebo control.
Team size
A second key consideration was team size, highlighted by several authors (Brewer & Kramer, 1986; Drach-Zahavy & Anit, 2001; Stewart, 2006) . Opinion on optimal team size varies with some studies showing that larger teams produce more ideas (Campion, 1993; Guzzo & Dickson, 1996; Hare, 1952) while others dispute this (Hackman & Vidmar, 1970; Hwang & Guynes, 1994) . In general larger teams tend to take longer to reach a decision and require clear leadership to be consistently effective. This is due to the fact that member dissatisfaction increases and participation/contribution decreases with size (Cummings, et al., 1974; Gorla & Lam, 2004) . However, small teams show higher levels of tension and what Hoffman (1965) calls "ideational conflict", preventing them from quickly settling on a single idea.
This conflict makes them more conducive to creative problem solving. In summary, balancing the conflicting opinions on optimum group size gives a team size of between three and five, depending on task (Table 4) . In addition, there were logistical requirements to try and record the discussions and actions of the team.
As team size increased the difficulty in recording these different aspects also increased. However, small teams (one or two people) increase the amount of silent 'thinking' time where audio and video recording are less effective. Recording small teams relies on 'thinking aloud' protocols of concurrent verbalisation where a participant gives a continuous narration of their thoughts. Although these types of protocol can be effective there is debate as to the level of effect they have on the participants design process (Cross, et al., 1996; Gero & Tang, 2001) . The other major drawback to using small teams is that they are not representative of the industrial situation where teams are larger with significant differences in the behaviours of individuals and dyads when compared to larger groups (Hackman & Vidmar, 1970; Salas, et al., 2008) . Alternatively, there are no significant differences between groups of three, four or five (Baltes, et al., 2002) . Selecting a team size of three addresses many of these issues and provides a number of experimental benefits including: the ability to balance the teams by spreading participants of varying Belbin score, avoiding participant alienation, eliminating the need for concurrent verbalisation and eliminating the possibility of parallel conversations -simplifying transcription and analysis.
Team balancing
With a team size of three, it was important to balance the teams effectively in order to limit performance variability. Team balancing was based on Belbin Team Role tests (Table 5 ). Belbin Team
Roles are one of the most widely used assessment frameworks for measuring people's character (Senior, 1997) and are commonly used in interview situations. Belbin roles were chosen over another popular framework, the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, because Belbin's character classifications were more logically connected with the experimental task. Belbin originally described eight possible Team
Roles (Henry & Stevens, 1999 ) that were later expanded to nine. Team role is defined as "a tendency to behave, contribute and interrelate with others in a particular way" and are assessed using a series of questions set out by the Belbin website (Belbin, 2010) .
The majority of the participants showed a spread of points over several Team Roles (Table 5) , which is common (Belbin, 2010) . The authors considered the "innovator" and "shaper" roles as most significant for the experimental task. Each team was thus balanced primarily on the basis of these two roles. The "innovator" role is creative, an 'ideas person' and problem solver. The "shaper" role is more dominant, a task focused leader, who will guide others towards achieving specific aims. This was selected as the secondary criteria for two reasons: firstly, they would help ensure the teams stuck to the task, and met the demanding deadlines of the study; secondly, it more realistically reflected the work environment where there is often a more senior meeting organiser/leader driving the team towards objectives.
Each team was allocated a strong "innovator", with a score above 10 points, and secondary to that condition a strong "shaper", again with a score above 10 points. All other scores were balanced as much as possible given pragmatic considerations such as participant availability for experimental time slots.
In addition, friends or working colleagues -participants with shared working experience, working space or close relationships, were separated and spread amongst the other teams randomly. These relationships were assessed based on discussions with the participants and the researchers own knowledge of the participants' working relationships. 
Experimental procedure
The aim of the experimental procedure was to give each team comparable activities while still allowing for the different test conditions. The teams were given two main tasks:
• To generate ideas for features or products to reduce the energy loss from inefficient or wasteful user behaviour.
• To combine and/or select from these ideas the three "most effective and feasible" designs, as outlined in the brief.
Additional information was provided to four of the five teams after twenty minutes to act as creative stimuli. Three of the information sets detailed inefficient user behaviour to help focus the team on the brief and provide relevant help with the experimental task. Each of these three sets provided the same behaviour information in a different format (Table 6 ). The fourth information set was a placebo intervention that gave task-neutral information. The data was drawn from the same situations as the videos but obviously emphasised different aspects -e.g. the video showed the people's actions while the data gave information such as door opening times. Although the information in both formats emphasises different things video alone is the industry standard and as such part of the experimental aim was to explore the role of additional or alternative information formats. Prior to the study all the participants were given basic information outlining the size of the teams, the length of time involved and the level of personal preparation required (none). Prior to the experiment none of the participants were aware that additional information was to be provided to some of the teams. This prevented teams from becoming expectant of, or simply waiting for the additional information. It also allowed for a 'no treatment control' team, which would receive no additional information -forming a baseline. Thus, the major difference between the teams was the additional information (including its format) provided to them (Table 6 ). The 15 minute placebo video (team 2) involved two people discussing their kitchen appliances and general appearance. The length and style of the video was similar to that of the hypothetically 'active' additional information video (team 3) but included no specific information about refrigerator use. This is known as an 'Act+' type placebo control team (Adair, et al., 1990) normalising for the disruption of introducing the additional informationforming a second baseline. The placebo video was selected by assessing potential candidates against a list of variables that could influence the participants and experiment. This list was split between the hypothetically 'active' variables and those considered 'non-active'. Potential placebos were then assessed until one was found which had what was considered by the authors to have very little effect on the 'active' variables -a more detailed breakdown of how this method was implemented has been specifically made available online -www.designresearchmethods.com.
The experiment was divided into four phases ( Figure 2 ). Phases 1 and 2 were free design time in which the teams could complete the first task of generating ideas. There were no methods prescribed to the teams during these phases. At the end of Phase 1 four of the five teams were interrupted and given additional information (Table 6 ). Phase 3 gave the teams additional time to generate and develop ideas, but also to select the best three. Finally, phase 4 gave the teams time to develop a sketched explanation of the three final ideas. The total time was just over two hours. This was selected as a suitable length of time to allow the teams to go from the design brief to a finished idea while keeping the disruption to the participants to a minimum. The two hours was split between design divergence, the free design time (Phases 1 and 2), and design convergence, the idea assessment and final drawing up (Phases 3 and 4).
Participants were not aware of this division until after the study. 
Experiment controller's script: (boxed)
"
Phase 1
After a five minute introduction, during which the experiment controller read the scripted instructions (see above -boxed) and gave the participants time to read the briefing material, which included a session plan for the experiment (see below), paper and pens were provided and the experiment proper began.
Session Plan:
This exercise will take 2 hours and 5 minutes and is divided into the following sections: Phase one was the same for all five teams, at the start of which the teams were instructed that they had 60 minutes to develop as many ideas as possible, however after 20 minutes four of the five teams began phase 2 and were given additional information. This initial period of 20 minutes was the same for all five teams and allowed a baseline comparison to be made between the teams. for all the teams. Once the video was finished, the controller instructed the teams that if they wished to re-watch any or all of the footage, they could at any time by using the laptop. The data was similarly made available after its initial introduction, being given both on the laptop and on paper.
Phase 3
During this phase the teams had 30 minutes to choose their three most effective and feasible concepts. These concepts could include multiple features or designs combined or developed into a single concept.
"I'd like to ask you to move onto the next stage. You now have 30 minutes to review your ideas and choose the best three."
Phase 4
The final phase of the experiment instructed the teams to draw and annotate their chosen ideas on single sheets of A3 paper, one idea per sheet. They were specifically told that the idea must be understood based on this piece of paper alone. This drawing technique was used to help streamline analysis and comparison of the ideas and to maintain the anonymity of the team members with respect to the expert assessor -removing possible marking bias.
"Please will you move onto the final stage and draw each idea onto a piece of paper in such a way that it is understandable without you having to be there to describe it."
The experiment controller was the same throughout the study and was instructed to behave neutrally, taking care to minimise experimental bias. Ideally the experiment controller would be hypothesis blind, however, due to pragmatic limitations this was not in this case. The controller spent the experiment reading on the corner of the Table 1 and was not allowed to interact with the participants unless to perform scripted actions. The five sessions were performed consecutively over two days. The participants were kept separate and incommunicado until after the end of the last session. Also the order in which the sessions were carried out was randomised.
Results and data handling
Each of the five experiments produced a single 4-channel video of the session in addition to the three A3 sheets with the final concepts, and any notes made by the participants. Notes at different phases were differentiated by changing the colour of the participant's pens at the start of each phase. This allowed the notes to be aligned with the video timeline and also let the researchers separate initial drawings or ideas from later additions.
The three metrics used to assess the teams performance were: total number of ideas, originality of ideas, and idea effectiveness. An idea count was generated from the audio discussion in the video and from the paper based sketches and notes. Care was taken to ensure that each idea was only counted once, as ideas were often discussed and then written down or recalled again later in the experiment. Idea originality was determined by comparing the teams final ideas and looking for similarities and differences. A strong commonality in ideas between all the teams would suggest few original ideas. An expert in ecorefrigerator design assessed idea effectiveness. Ideas that did not satisfy the brief were classed as irrelevant while ideas that the expert considered useful for reducing the wasted energy of inefficient product use were classed as effective. Since there are many ways of achieving the same function, effective ideas using the same solution principle were grouped together to avoid counting multiple variants as totally different ideas. Table 7 summarises the results of these measures in percentage terms. Of the total number of ideas produced, the teams with relevant information (teams 3, 4 and 5) produced a higher proportion of more effective ideas than those without (55%, 56% and 53% compared to 32% and 34%). The teams with relevant information also had considerably fewer irrelevant ideas (13%, 5% and 5% compared to 23% and 21%).
In addition a qualitative review of how the teams referred to the additional information was carried out as part of an assessment of the relative usefulness of the information in the different formats. For example, the teams given video information never replayed the videos and seldom discussed what they had witnessed, whereas the teams with data information frequently returned to it, using it to prompt many discussions. The qualitative assessment centred on four aspects of the experiment and design process, with subsequent research questions for each. The aim of these questions was to shed additional light on the reasoning behind any conclusions from the quantitative work. These four aspects were:
1. Design Brief Was the team's discussion of user behaviour and the design brief thorough and how did it affect their focus?
2. Idea Generation How did the team perform with respect to idea generation and development?
Idea Evaluation
What approach did the teams use to assess and evaluate their ideas?
4. Input Information Does the provided information appear to be useful to the team? How often do they refer to it? Does it steer the design process in anyway?
Although these results will be discussed in detail in a future publication it is important to outline them here in order to contextualise the discussion of the experimental method. One conclusion was that introducing additional information during ideation causes an interruption, negatively affecting the total number of ideas generated. It was also found from the placebo that introducing irrelevant information, not only reduces the quantity, through interruption, but also showed no sign of improving the quality of ideas (team 2) -providing a baseline comparison for an interrupted ideation session. The no treatment control team (team 1), with no additional information, produced more ideas in total (97 compared to an average of 46) -providing a baseline for a standard ideation session. This initially appears to contradict creative stimuli literature (Goldschmidt & Tatsa, 2005) and support the premise that "quantity leads to quality" (Osborn, 1963; Reinig & Briggs, 2008) . However, using both the no treatment baseline and placebo baseline it becomes apparent that had the other teams been given information in a way that was not an interruption they may also have gone on to produce as many ideas, but with the increased percentage of effective ideas that, arguably, additional information provides. Thus although the information may focus the team and reduce variety/quantity, the level of quality is increased which in this situation is beneficial. However, in less constrained tasks where pure variety is of paramount importance additional information could be detrimental.
In this experiment these two factors appear to balance out, with the no-treatment team producing as many effective ideas as teams 3, 4 and 5 simply through weight of numbers. Thus it may be prudent for future researches to attempt to introduce additional information in a less obtrusive manner, allow ideation to drop off before introduction, or introduce information at the outset. In this way it may be possible to gain the effectiveness benefits from the additional information without significantly reducing the total number of ideas produced.
Experimental review
In order to discuss the methodological successes or failings of this study it is first necessary to reflect on the problem areas being addressed: lack of contextualisation, system understanding, Method implementation, and control and normalisation (Table 2 ). This section examines each area separately to assess how well the study mitigated it and what additional techniques could have given further benefit.
Finally this section brings together methodological findings from the study as a whole.
Contextualisation
With regard to context it was felt that the experiment performed adequately. Context was broken down into four areas: Social, cultural, activity and experimental. The participant population was contextualised with regard to its social makeup and culture. The population was selected to have a similar social structure to a work environment with the researchers taking the place of managers/meeting leaders. The participants were thus selected from a pool of relatively homogeneous experience, background, age and qualifications much as the majority of young employees in large companies. In this case the industrial and population contexts are relatively well matched with teams in both case being formed from larger groups of relatively homogeneous composition and limited interpersonal relationships. This was established through a description of educational and social background as well as the use of the Belbin tests. Additional interpersonal relationship tests and background (sociometric and historical) could have revealed further information about possible problem parings or exceptional friends as discussed by Barrick et al. (1998 ), De Dreu & Weingart (2003 as well as providing a more detailed basis for comparison. However, this was deemed unnecessary as the researchers had personal knowledge of the participant population, their interpersonal relationships and backgrounds. This type of testing becomes more important when selecting from larger populations unknown to the researcher; where detailed information is required for statistical or qualitative comparisons. Non-homogeneous populations should be accounted for at the selection stage to ensure a representative participant group is produced. It is also worth noting that in small scale studies individuals will always vary and thus qualitative analysis can offer insights whereas statistical comparisons require larger populations to be effective.
Culturally there are differences between postgraduates and company employees; however, the participants were given a description of a hypothetical company structure and motivation. In this regard it is difficult to qualify the specific effect that this difference may have had on the results and as such is a clear limitation.
The context of the activity was given through the brief and the time and output pressures imposed on the teams. This could have been more detailed and achieved greater 'realism' through the use of some form of incentive or pressure to simulate the motivation/pressure of a company environment. This was balanced against the desire for a generalised task and time requirements. However, there is scope for improvement in this area particularly by relating it directly to specifically observed activity in industry.
In this case, the selected activity (a design team brainstorming at the early stages) is accepted as common practice and as such relatively similar to most cases in industry.
Experimental context was recorded as part of the method planning and description. This covered the pre and post-test conditions, technology, methods and data handling procedures. This was an essential element in qualifying the significance of the results as well as allowing an informed judgment to be made about the value of the study. Recording this type of context is also critical for allowing the possibility of replication or reanalysis, an important requirement for community wide critique, validation and development. It should also be noted that this detailed contextualisation is an essential element for study replication and reliability.
Experimental system understanding
The main issue in this area was the difficulty associated with isolating individual variables at work in an experiment and from these establishing causal relationships. This study addressed this issue in a number of ways. Multiple metrics (number, variety, and quality/effectiveness of ideas) were used to allow triangulation on the success criteria of 'benefit' here characterised by the overarching metric of team performance. In this way although each metric may not directly support one another (increased number does not support increased variation) they all support performance (increased number and increased variation both support increased performance). Thus triangulating metrics played a critical role in the assessment of team performance. Had only the metric 'number of ideas' been used, the conclusion could have been significantly different, namely, that additional information had a negative effect rather than the more balanced triangulated conclusion. Although this is not a substitute for true statistically significant study size, it does give more confidence in findings when multiple metrics agree in this fashion. In addition, comparing and contrasting these with the qualitative analysis gave detailed insights that would otherwise not have been possible from a small-scale study. The triangulation of the quantitative and qualitative analysis can also be used to assess the effectiveness of the control procedures -In this case, the qualitative analysis allowed the inertness of the placebo control to be established and also played an important role in assessing the usefulness of the no-treatment control.
This was supplemented with intra-person reliability checks, carried out on the expert's evaluation of idea relevance and effectiveness -the assessor remarked a random selection of the ideas to ensure that they were consistent from start to finish.
The placebo development process entailed a systematic consideration and classification of the underlying variables and allowed further refinement of system understanding (see Section 4.4). Finally, a deviant case analysis was carried out focusing on identifying evidence contrary to the experimental hypothesis and then attempting to explain this. This can prove to be a powerful technique for revealing conclusion fallacies and other experimental problems. In this case the deviant case was the large number of ideas produced by the no-treatment control team. In attempting to explain this issue a great deal of insight into the wider implications of the study intervention was generated, most importantly the impact of interruption. This also demonstrates the power of triangulating multiple metrics and This area could be improved by using additional methods and metrics, such as post-test interviews to examine participant experience or the perceived usefulness of the information. However, as additional methods and metrics are introduced, demands on analysis time increase rapidly.
Method implementation
The main issue with method implementation in design research was the development and use of inadequately defined, non-comparable idiosyncratic research methods through a failure to define populations, terms, techniques and lack of standardisation. This study addresses these by defining both the overall methods in this paper and the specific control methods in online. In addition care was taken to thoroughly define context, terms, techniques and environment throughout the study. Standardisation was promoted by the use of commonly available techniques such as the Belbin team roles and the provision of any new techniques developed for this study. This makes use of methods freely available and previously validated (Belbin) and in cases where this is not possible defines methods in sufficient detail as to allow them to be replicated or validated by a third party. The methods and supporting materials such as scripts are freely available on the website: www.designresearchmethods.com.
Controls and normalisation
The main issue in this area was the lack of effective normalisation for experimental effects caused by insufficient or inappropriate use of control groups. In order to address this, the study introduced a placebo control group in addition to the no-treatment control group more commonly used in design research. This had several advantages over the standard no-treatment control used alone. Firstly, the placebo allowed for the normalisation and removal of experimental effects other than those directly under study such as interruption. Secondly, the two control baselines used in conjunction allowed the affect under study to be isolated effectively from other experimental factors such as interruption.
It should be noted that the effectiveness of the placebo control group was assessed qualitatively before it was accepted for use as a baseline for performance. The qualitative assessment examined several key areas that could have rendered the placebo ineffective. It was seen that the placebo video did not engender any suspicion or unusual dialog amongst the participants and was also watched with a similar level of attentiveness as the other video teams causing a similar level of disruption. Also, despite the video being watched attentively, the placebo was not referred back to during the later stages of the study compared to the other videos. This implies that the video did indeed contain no obviously relevant information for the design task. Taking this assessment into account it was felt that the placebo did indeed provide a valid baseline against which to compare the other teams.
The qualitative review of the teams' performance was based on the assessment of four topics: discussion of user behaviour and the brief; idea generation and development; idea assessment and evaluation; and input information review and discussion. These topics provided an overview of the teams understanding of the brief, their use of creativity tools and approaches, how they reviewed their ideas and how they interacted with the input information.
The control teams (1 and 2) began by rapidly developing ideas while the treatment teams (3, 4 and 5)
were slower in the first phase (Table 8) . This was mainly caused by a more detailed review of the brief and attempts to draw up lists of possible causes of bad behaviours. This was particularly evident in team 4, producing only 3 ideas in phase 1, who deliberately stopped all ideation until they were satisfied with their review of the problem, cutting short members who deviated from this goal. It is, therefore, difficult to quantitatively compare the teams in phases 1 and 2, as the approaches taken in phase 1 by three of the teams specifically limited ideation.
However, in phase 2 all five teams increased their rate of idea generation, producing the main bulk of the total ideas created. Comparing the teams at this time showed that, once ideating, all the teams were relatively similar in the rate at which they produced ideas with the exception of the placebo control team. It is also important to note that although the total number of ideas produced at this phase is similar, the percentage of those deemed relevant and high quality were significantly greater in the treatment teams (Table 7) . It is also important to note the significant increase in the percentage of effective ideas after the introduction of the stimuli compared to the more uniform profile of effective ideas shown by the placebo and no-treatment teams.
Other interesting points of note from this qualitative assessment are: team 4's deliberate limitation of creativity in phase 1; teams' 2 and 3 sat in silence while watching of the videos, recording no ideas either on paper or verbally -detrimentally affecting their number of ideas; the continued high level of idea generation by team 1 in phases 3 and 4, and the dominant role of the shaper in teams 1 and 4, pushing team 1 forward every few minutes or strictly controlling team 4's ideation respectively. It is also interesting to note that team 1 appeared to be having the most 'fun', deliberately not limiting themselves on feasibility grounds -this possibly explains, to some extent, the high number and long duration of team 1's ideation. This assessment also brought to light the fact that teams 2 and 3 referred back to the video only once or twice, whilst teams 4 and 5, often referred to the data. This suggests a level of fixation with the data; although excessive fixation can negatively effect ideation -reducing creativity -some fixation on the solution can benefit the teams -focusing their efforts -and in this case provide a reason for their high percentage of effective ideas. Also, the lack of solution specific information caused the two control teams to generate a greater percentage of irrelevant and ineffective ideas, reinforcing the value of the placebo team as an effective form of control.
Study overview
In order to assess the methodological quality of this study the authors have taken four critical routes.
Firstly, the study is compared to other study types and the tradeoffs are discussed. Secondly, the study is discussed with respect to an independently generated set of metrics for assessing study quality. Thirdly, the study is compared to two closely related studies. Finally, this is summarised with respect to the problems outlined in Table 2 .
Comparison against study types
The first route to assessing the quality and limitations of the methods reported here is comparing them to the other types of study. This study falls at one end of a spectrum ranging from large statistically significant studies to single person case studies. Across this range are a number of tradeoffs, most notably in the types of insight that can be elucidated about causal relationships and external validity. Table 9 summarises the broad attributes of large, medium and small-scale studies. Although this study clearly falls into the 'small' category in Table 9 careful research design can strengthen many of the types of validity, reliability and replicability. In this case the use of multiple metrics and control groups has allowed for a better distinction between opinion and results improving the conclusion validity.
There is also a spectrum across studies in terms of contrivance, varying from fully embedded ethnographic type work to highly contrived laboratory studies. Again, there are tradeoffs across this range, most critically in the level of external validity or reliability and the level of internal validity and replicability. This study was highly contrived with the participants being limited to the resources given in the room. It was felt that this was appropriate as typical ideation sessions of this sort were effectively 'cut-off' not using phones or external resources, and also taking place over a limited time period in a predefined room with set goals. Thus, although in some cases this could be a detrimental trade-off it was considered to be appropriate in this case considering issues of reliability (Cross, et al., 1996) .
Despite this, reliability has been improved through selection of a population similar to industry and the description of context (Section 4.1) allowing some conclusions to be made regarding its relation to industrial scenarios. It should be noted that methodological rigour is not only critical to small-scale studies but to all empirical studies and the points highlighted throughout this paper apply across the range of size and contrivance outlined in Table 9 .
Size Small Medium Large Description
A study with too few data points to effectively statistics e.g. (Cai, et al., 2010) A study using sufficient data points to allow nonparametric statistics e.g. (Magin & Churches, 1995) A study with a high number of data points allowing parametric statistical e.g. (McCarney, et al., 2007) 
Types of Validity
Comparison against established methodological metrics
The second route to assessing the quality of the research methods reported here is comparing them to existing measures in the literature. Dyba and Dingsoyr (2008) outline 11 such metrics in their assessment of empirical studies in software development. Of these, 6 relate to Method implementation (the others relate to reporting and contribution). This analysis of method was also heavily informed by Klein and Myers' (1999) 'principals for interpretive field research' which also emphasise elements such as contextualisation, researcher interaction, generalisation and bias. Table 10 summarises each of these measures and how they were addressed in this study.
Measures
(Quoted from Dyba and Dingsoyr p.839)
How it was addressed
There was an adequate description for the context in which the research was carried out
An attempt was made to describe the social, cultural and activity context of the study -Section 2. The environment, methods and population are explicitly described throughout this paper.
There was adequate description of the sample used and the methods for identifying and recruiting the sample Participants were selected randomly from a described population, sorted into teams semi-randomly using Belbin and other metrics and allocated treatments randomly -Section 2.1
Any control groups were used to compare treatments Both no-treatment and placebo groups used as baselines and compared against the other teams -Section 4.4
Appropriate data collection methods were used and described
The data collection methods are explicitly stated with diagrams and an explanation of setup -Section 2
There was adequate description of the methods used to analyse the data and whether appropriate methods for ensuring the data analysis were grounded in the data
The experimental procedure -Section 2.2 -and analysis methods were described explicitly. Quantitative results are presented alongside qualitative discussions -Section 3
The relationship between the researcher and participants was considered to an adequate degree The interactions between the researcher and the participant were tightly controlled and in most cases explicit scripts for interactions was provided -Section 2.2 Table 10 : A critique using Dyba and Dingsoyr's (2008) metrics for assessing empirical studies Assessing these against the detailed criteria/checklist presented by Dyba and Dingsoyr (adapted for design) this study rates positively for all the methodological metrics. In addition to the table the assessment highlighted two, already identified, shortcomings: a) the sample size was too small to allow statistical analysis; b) the difficulty in accessing the differences between the control and treatment teams. In addition, the study could have benefited from a more rigorous approach to assessing and matching context relative to industry. This formed a key part of the discussion at the Delft protocols workshops (Cross, et al., 1996) and is a key issue in design research in general. However, the study made explicit the nature of the activity, carefully selected a population with a similar social structure to that in industry and attempted to elucidate the cultural context of the 'company' using the brief. On reflection, it is clear that these could have been improved by selecting a specific population for comparison (e.g. a specific company).
Comparison against related studies
The final route to assessing the quality of the methods reported here is comparing this study to closely related studies. The importance of the placebo for isolating key factors is highlighted by the work of Collado-Ruiz and Ostad-Ahmad-Ghorabi (2010) -not using a placebo control. Both studies initially found that the introduction of additional stimuli had a detrimental effect on the number of ideas generated (with the no-treatment teams outperforming the test teams). This supports this study as these agree with the findings when not using a placebo control group. However, the placebo and additional metrics, used in the study reported here, allowed for the identification and normalisation of the interruption effect on team ideation. This subsequently demonstrated that additional information adversely effects idea quantity but actually improves idea quality and effectiveness. The important role of the control groups is also highlighted by looking at Lopez-Mesa et al. (2009) 
Comparison against the established problems
Finally, Table 11 summarises the mitigation approaches discussed in this section and also highlights some of the key limitations. One such limitation was the influence of the experiment controller. Despite being scripted and accounted for through the use the placebo control, there were several deficiencies.
Firstly, the Q and A session was not scripted due to a limited test development period. Secondly, the controller was not hypothesis blind -where the participant or researcher are kept ignorant of the experimental hypothesis both before and during an experiment (Adelman, 1991) . Finally, there was no analysis of whether the participants remained hypothesis blind post-test, although they were hypothesis blind pre-test.
Problem Mitigation Limitations
Lack of Context Social context described, activity context provided, cultural context described, experimental setup/method described, Description and control of context could be more sophisticated, specific populations could be specified 
Conclusions
In conclusion, this paper highlights the usefulness of small-scale studies when conducted using rigorous methods. Relating back to the papers goals -demonstration of approaches and their benefits -the study benefited significantly from the use of control procedures (particularly the placebo), triangulation of metrics (qualitative and quantitative) and detailed self-critique. Through these approaches it was possible to improve validity without significant additional experimentation. The benefits of these approaches, normally underutilised in design research, have been revealed through a detailed assessment against existing study types, established methodological metrics and analogous studies. This has emphasised that although small-scale studies are not a substitute for larger statistical studies there is a clear use for them in identifying trends and possible research directions.
This work has attempted to cohesively address context, system understanding, Method implementation, and control and normalisation. Triangulating qualitative and quantitative data in addition to improved controls not only allowed improved validation of the test hypothesis but also gave a measure of validity to the control techniques used. Although there are areas for further improvement -particularly the independent validation of the placebo development method -these techniques offer improvement over conventional studies of this type. Techniques include: triangulation of metrics, a placebo control team and detailed deviant case analysis and critique. A breakdown of these methods has been discussed in this paper and made available online in order to promote replication, standardisation and shared understanding.
The secondary goal of this paper was to identify and specify further work that would allow a more rigorous link to be drawn between small-scale design experimental research and industrial practice. It is ultimately not possible to fully define the reliability of the study when considering the findings in relation to an industrial context. Thus we propose a larger study involving the direct comparison of analogous situations across levels of contrivance. To this end, the authors identify three studies -an ethnographic study (capturing design situations in industry) -the replication of multiple design situations in a contrived laboratory setting -and finally the replication of these contrived design situations using engineers in an industrial setting. In this way, three levels of contrivance can be related systematically and linked providing a basis for comparison between small-scale empirical design research and design practice in industry (Cash, et al., 2011) .
